We define an abstract notion of subdifferential operator and an associated notion of smoothness of a norm covering all the standard situations. In particular, a norm is smooth for the Gâteaux (Fréchet, Hadamard, Lipschitzsmooth) subdifferential if it is Gâteaux (Fréchet, Hadamard, Lipschitz) smooth in the classical sense, while on the other hand any norm is smooth for the Clarke-Rockafellar subdifferential. We then show that lower semicontinüous functions on a Banach space satisfy an Approximate Mean Value Inequality with respect to any subdifferential for which the norm is smooth, thus providing a new insight on the connection between the smoothness of norms and the subdifferentiability properties of functions. The proof relies on an adaptation of the "smooth" variational principle of Bonvein-Preiss. Along the same vein, we derive subdifferential criteria for coercivity, Lipschitz behavior, conemonotonicity, quasiconvexity, and convexity of lower semicontinüous functions which clarify, unify and extend many existing results for specific subdifferentials.
Introduction
Let X be a Banach space. Since the pioneering observation of Asplund [ 1 ] that there is a close connection between Gâteaux-differentiability of the norm of X and Gâteaux-differentiability of convex continuous functions on dense subsets of X, considerable efforts have been made to refine or extend this connection. See, e.g., Phelps [25] and the references therein for a comprehensive account on this topic. One major contribution is due to Borwein and Preiss [3] who proved that, more generally, the existence of an equivalent #-differentiable norm on X implies that lower semicontinüous functions are #-subdifferentiable on dense subsets of X, where the * symbol can be replaced by any common notion of differentiability (e.g., Gâteaux, Hadamard, Fréchet, Holder, ... ).
The purpose of this paper is to show that the connection between the differentiability of a renorm of X and the subdifferentiability properties of lower semicontinüous functions on X can be given both a more systematic and a sharper form. More systematic since we include virtually all types of subdifferentiability in the same framework, and sharper since we establish in Theo-rem 4.2 that, roughly speaking, if X admits an equivalent 9-smooth norm for some subdifferential d , then lower semicontinuous functions on X actually satisfy an Approximate Mean Value Inequality with respect to d . The case where d is the Clarke-Rockafellar subdifferential yields a slight improvement (with a far simpler proof) of Zagrodny's result [34] . The cases where d is a subdifferential of the class * (see above) all appear to be new. Our approach follows the lines of Borwein and Preiss [3] : it is based on an adaptation of their "smooth" variational principle.
In the second part of the paper, we further refine the connection. Our motivation here comes from recent development in nonsmooth analysis where the challenge is to characterize the behavior of lower semicontinuous functions in terms on their subdifferential properties. See, e.g., Treiman [33] , Poliquin [26] , Correa et al. [9, 10] , Luc [20, 21] , Clarke et al. [8] , Thibault-Zagrodny [32] , Aussei et al. [2] . There is no clear link between all these results. Except in [10, 32] , they are usually stated for one specific subdifferential, either the ClarkeRockafellar subdifferential [33, 26, 9, 20, 21, 2] or the proximal subdifferential [26, 8] . They also usually deal with only one or two specific properties, like Lipschitz behavior [33, 8, 32] , convexity [26, 9, 10, 21, 8, 2] , quasi-convexity [20, 2] or cone-monotonicity [8] . Moreover they are sometimes restricted to some specific spaces, like reflexive Banach spaces [9] , Hubert spaces [8] or finite dimensional spaces [26] . It is plain that our approach enables to establish at once a variety of such "subdifferential criteria", with a common formulation which clarifies the role of the norm of the underlying space: roughly speaking, for a given subdifferential d , the criterion holds in any space with an equivalent d -smooth norm. All the results mentioned above follow as special cases.
We point out that Borwein-Preiss' result has been (partially) improved by Deville et al. [ 14] who showed that, in the case where * denotes the Gâteaux, Hadamard or Fréchet notion of differentiability, the existence of a Lipschitz #-differentiable bump function on a Banach space X suffices to assure the dense #-subdifferentiability of lower semicontinuous functions on X. However, we do not develop this connection here since our main objective is to cover at once a large amount of cases in a systematic and simple way, for which a key role is played by the definition of a d -smooth norm.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we introduce a class of subdifferentials containing (among others) the #-subdifferentials considered by Borwein and Preiss and the Clarke-Rockafellar subdifferential. Its definition is axiomatic: the class is determined by a list of three elementary properties. Next, for any subdifferential d of this class we define the notion of a d -smooth norm, extending the classical notion. In the rest of the paper, we study the d-subdifferential properties of lower semicontinuous functions defined on Banach spaces with an equivalent d -smooth norm. In §3 we show the existence of subgradients on dense subsets of the effective domain of the functions. In §4 we establish the aforementioned Approximate Mean Value Inequality. In §5 we derive subdifferential criteria for coercivity, Lipschitz behavior, cone-monotonicity, quasiconvexity, and convexity of lower semicontinuous functions. In §6 we observe that all the previous results hold without any assumption on the smoothness of a renorm of the space, provided that the functions are either Gâteaux differentiable or convex lower semicontinuous.
Notations and definitions
Throughout this paper, X stands for a real Banach space, X* for its topological dual, and (., .) for the duality pairing. For x, a, b G X and ||.|| a norm on X, we let All the functions / : X -> R u {+00} considered in this paper are lower semicontinüous. As usual, we let dorn/ = {x G X \ fix) < 00} and, for x G dorn/, we write x' 7*/ x to express that x' -► x and /(x') -► /(x).
For a set-valued operator A : X -* X*, we let dorn/I = {x G X \ Aix) ¿ 0} .
Definition 2.1. We call subdifferential, denoted by d , any operator which associates a subset dfix) of X* to any lower semicontinüous f : X -> R u {+00} and any x G X, and satisfies the following properties:
(PI) dfix) = {x*eX*\ix*,y-x)+ fix) < fiy), Vy G X } whenever / is convex; (P2) 0 G dfix) whenever x G dorn/ is a local minimum of /; (P3) dif + g)ix) c dfix) + dgix) whenever g is a real-valued convex continuous function which is <9-differentiable at x, where g is d-differentiable at x means that both dgix) and <3(-g)(x) are nonempty. We say that / is d-subdifferentiable at x when dfix) is nonempty. The elements of dfix) are called the subgradients of f at x .
Abstract classes of subdifferentials were already considered by Ioffe [17] in another context, and more recently by Correa et al. [ 10] and Thibault-Zagrodny [32] . Our definition is more general mainly because of a much less restrictive additivity property (P3). are also easily seen to be subdifferentials in the sense of Definition 2.1 (this type of operator naturally arises from the study of Hamilton-Jacobi's equations: see
Crandall et al. [12] , Deville et al. [14] ). See Clarke [6] and Rockafellar [28, 29] for further properties. [10, 32] for examples of such subdifferentials. We point out that the subdifferentials d# do not satisfy the conditions in [10, Definition 2] nor in [32, §1] : they are at best presubdifferentials in the sense of [32] . (ii) A2(x) := £"/i"||x -vn\\2, where ¿Z"ßn = I, Pn > 0, and (un) converges in X.
We say that a Banach space admits a d-smooth renorm if it admits an equivalent norm which is d-smooth.
Since the functions d?a b] and A2 play a crucial role in the first part of this paper, it is worth giving an explicit expression for their subdifferential:
(ii) dA2ix) = {2¿:npn\\x-vn\\c:n \c:n£ddv"ix)}.
Proof. We include the proof for completeness, ( Since iv") is bounded and Y^ßn is absolutely convergent, the sequence of convex continuous functions i(pk) converges to A2 uniformly on bounded sets, so that the functions A2 and (pk are real-valued, convex, and continuous. An easy computation shows that k d(Pkix) = {2 "¿rPn\\x-V"\\Ç" | <f" GÔi7""(x)}.
n=\
As above, for any x G X and any fixed sequence (£") with Ç" G ddVnix), the sequent the set sequence (2 ^2n=l pn \\x -vn\\Ç")k is seen to converge strongly in X*, so that To complete the proof, it remains to observe that \\ôk\\ converges to 0 : indeed, for every v e X with \\v\\ < 1 we have
Main examples: (1) A norm is <9#-smooth if and only if it is #-smooth in the sense of Borwein-Preiss [3] . In particular, a norm is d^-smooth (resp. dGsmooth, dLS-smooth) if and only if it is Fréchet-differentiable (resp. Gâteaux-difterentiable, Lipschitz-smooth) off the origin. We recall that separable Banach spaces admit a dG-smooth renorm, that reflexive Banach spaces admit a dFsmooth renorm, and that the natural norms of Hubert spaces and LP spaces, for 2 < p < +00, are d "-smooth.
(2) Since for any norm the functions d2a ¿] and A2 are locally Lipschitz, any norm is dCR-smooth.
Existence of subgradients
It is not apparent from Definition 2.1 that the set df(x) may be nonempty except, of course, if / is convex continuous or if x is a local minimum of / on its domain. However it turns out that the set of points where df(x) is nonempty is dense in dom /. This is a consequence of the following basic result which asserts that in any neighborhood of an approximate minimum of / there are points where / does have subgradients whose norm can moreover be estimated. (1) vo := Xfj and \\v" -x\\ < A, V«, (2) g(x) < e + inf g, [14] . 4 . The approximate mean value inequality Throughout this section, X denotes a Banach space with a d -smooth renorm and /:I-tlU {+00} denotes a lower semicontinüous function. The Approximate Mean Value Inequality is a straightforward consequence of the following theorem which is a natural complement to Property (P2) and to Theorem 3.1. Indeed, its conclusion reads thus: in any neighborhood of a local minimum of / in a given direction v there are points where / has subgradients whose value in the direction v can be arbitrary small. \\c-x"\\ < In, fixn) < fniXn) < Re) + l/«2, and dfn(xn)r)(2/n)B*¿0. Since / is lower semicontinuous, the first two formulae show that x" ->/ c. Since the norm is 9-smooth, the third formula and Property (P3) show that there exist x* G df(x"), ô* G dd^a b](x"), and ß* G B* with x* + Knô* = (2/n)ß* .
From Proposition We derive from (1) that (x*, x -x") > (2/n)(ß*, x -x"), which proves the first assertion. If c / b , we may assume that Px" ^ b (because Px" -+ c), so that (2) Finally, x" ->/ c since x" ->Ä c. a
The following immediate corollary of Theorem 4.2 will be used several times in the sequel. Penot [24] for the Hadamard subderivative and by Clarke et al. [7] for the Lipschitz-smooth subdifferential. It is mentioned in ThibaultZagrodny [32] that some of these cases could also be derived from Zagrodny's theorem by using the presubdifferential approach and "fuzzy calculus" on the subdifferentials.
(c) The case d = dCR in Corollary 4.3 sligthly refines results in Zagrodny [34] , Luc [21] and Aussei et al. [2] . For convex functions (hence with the Fenchel subdifferential), a variant of Corollary 4.3 is established in Simons [31] .
Subdifferential criteria
In this section again, X is a Banach space with a ö-smooth renorm and / : X -> R U {+00} is a lower semicontinüous function. As our main applications of the results of the preceding sections, we shall derive various subdifferential criteria which have been the object of a number of recent publications, dealing with specific subdifferentials. Here, these criteria are seen to be easy consequences of Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 4.2 (compare with the references given in the remarks). if (x") is a sequence in X such that y(x") := inf{||x*|| | x* G dfixn)} converges to 0 and (/(x")) is bounded, then (x") has a bounded subsequence, then f is coercive, that is, fix) -> +00 when \\x\\ -► +00. Proof. Set X0 := X and X" := X \ 7?"(0), n G N . Of course, / is coercive if and only if the nondecreasing sequence (infy" f) goes to infinity. Assume, on the contrary, that the sequence (inf^" /) is convergent. For each n e N , let The next two results are stated in Aussei et al. [2] for d = dCR, but the proofs work as well in the present setting: we give them for the sake of completeness. We recall that a function /:I-tRU {+°o} is said to be quasiconvex if
and that a multivalued operator A : X -> X* is said to be quasimonotone if
x* e A(x), y* e A(y), and (x*, y -x) > 0 . =» (y*,y-x)>0. [2].
(b) The case where d -dCR can also be found in Luc [20] . [10] and Luc [21] , generalizing earlier results by Poliquin [26] (in finite dimensional spaces) and Correa et al. [9] (in reflexive Banach spaces). The case d -dLS is proved in Clarke et al. [8] for Hubert spaces and in Poliquin [26] for finite dimensional spaces. The case d = dF in Hubert spaces goes back to Degiovanni et al. [13] . Theorem 5.6 (Maximal monotonicity). If dorn/ ^ 0 and df is monotone, then df is actually maximal monotone. Proof. Let x G X and x* G X* be such that x* ^ dfix) ; we show that there exist y G domó/ and y* G ö/(y) with (y* -x*, y -x) < 0, proving the result. First we claim that there is some point z in X suchthat (/-x*)(z)< (/ -x*)(x) : this is evident if x ^ dom/ ; otherwise, since 0 does not belong to dfix) -x* = dif -x*)(x), we derive from Property (P2) that x cannot be a minimum point of the function / -x*. Next, applying Corollary 4.3 to /-x* with a := z and b := x, we find y G dom9(/ -x*) and y* G dif -x*)(y) = dRy) -x* such that (y*, x -y) > 0 . Writing y* = y* -x* with y* g dfiy) yields (y* -x*, x -y) > 0. D Remark 5.6.1. The idea of the above proof is due to Simons [31] , who proved Rockafellar's theorem [27] (that the Fenchel subdifferential of a proper lower semicontinüous convex function / is maximal monotone) using an analogue of Corollary 4.3 for the Fenchel subdifferential. Then Luc [21] used the same method and a variant of Corollary 4.3 to obtain Theorem 5.6 for the ClarkeRockafellar subdifferential. 6 . A CLASS of "smooth" functions
In this concluding section we consider functions / of the form f = g + h with g : X -» R lower semicontinüous and Gâteaux-differentiable, and li:i->lu {+00} convex and lower semicontinuous. A function / of this type may be considered "smooth" in the sense that Theorem 3.1 remains true, replacing d by dG, in an arbitrary Banach space X. Indeed, for such a function / it holds dGf = VGg + dh, and Theorem 3.1 can actually be proved using the variational principle of Ekeland instead of the smooth variational principle of Borwein-Preiss.
Then, all the previous results hold for this class of functions in arbitrary Banach spaces. As an example, let us mention the following coercivity criterion due to Goeleven [16] : Theorem 6.1 (Coercivity). Let X be a Banach space and f : X -> R U {+00} be of the form f -g + h, where g is lower semicontinüous Gâteaux-differentiable and h is convex and lower semicontinüous. If f is bounded below and satisfies the following Palais-Smale type condition:
if (x") is a sequence in X such that A(x") := inf{||x*|| | x* G dGfixn)} converges to 0 and (/(x")) is bounded, then (x") has a bounded subsequence, then f is coercive. Remark 6.1 A. The case of / Gâteaux-differentiable was previously treated by Caklovic et al. [5] . In [11] , Costa and Silva consider the Fréchet-differentiable case but mention that the Gâteaux-differentiable case and the locally Lipschitz case (using Clarke subdifferential) can be obtained equally. Theorem 5.1 contains the latter case.
.
